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‘Blue Fountain’ Crocheted Jumper with Fans in Drops Big Delight. By special permission. Copyright DROPS DESIGN A/S. DROPS pattern: no. db-086

SIZE:

INFORMATION FOR PATTERN:

S - M - L - XL - XXL - XXXL

PATTERN:
See diagrams A.1 to A.4. Choose diagram for your size.

MATERIALS:
• Drops Big Delight (100% Wool Aran weight yarn, available in 100g balls):
600-600-700-700-800-900 g colour no 12, ‘Jeans Blue / Teal’
• A 6mm crochet hook (or size needed to get 12 treble crochets x 7 rows =
10 cm in width and 10 cm vertically. Diagram A.1b measures approx. 5.5 cm
in width.)

CROCHET TIP (applies to sleeve):
Every row begins with 4 chain stitches and finishes
with 1 treble crochet in 4th chain stitch at beginning of
previous row.

• Stitch markers

JUMPER:

SIZE M-XL-XXXL:

Front and back piece is worked back and
forth without shaping for armhole. Sleeves are
worked back and forth, and are sewn together
mid under sleeve.

The middle 2-2-2 repetitions of A.1b are no
longer worked = neck.

BACK PIECE:
Work 101-111-121-131-141-151 chain stitches
on a 6mm crochet hook with Drops Big Delight.
Work according to diagram as follows:
Work A.1a over the first 5 chain stitches, repeat
A.1b 9-10-11-12-13-14 times in total in width
and work A.1c over the last 6 chain stitches.
When entire diagram A.1 has been worked
vertically, repeat the last 2 rows until finished
measurements. REMEMBER THE CROCHET
TENSION!

Work next row (= from right side) as follows:
Work A.1a as before, A.1b 3-4-5 times in total
in width, finish with A.2a = towards neck - read
PATTERN above. Work until 2-2-0 rows of A.2a
remain vertically, fasten off.
Work the other shoulder, i.e. work next row (=
from right side) as follows: Skip the middle 2-22 repetitions of A.1b and work A.2b = towards
the neck, A.1b 3-4-5 times in total in width,
finish with A.1c. Work until 2-2-0 rows of A.2b
remain vertically, fasten off.

SLEEVE:

When piece measures 35-36-37-38-39-40 cm,
insert 1 marker in each side that marks the vent.

Worked back and forth, top down. Work 61-6171-71-81-81 chain stitches. Work according to
diagram as follows:

When piece measures 48-49-50-51-52-53 cm,
insert 1 marker in each side that marks the
armhole. When piece measures 64-66-68-70-7274 cm, finish after a row from right side in size
S-L-XXL and finish after a row from wrong side
in size M-XL-XXXL. Fasten off.

Work A.1a over the first 5 chain stitches, repeat
A.1b 5-5-6-6-7-7 times in total in width and
A.1c over the last 6 chain stitches.
When entire diagram A.1 has been worked,
decrease 1 repetition, i.e. work as follows: Read
CROCHET TIP!

FRONT PIECE:

Work A.3a, A.3b 5-5-6-6-7-7 times in total in
width and A.3c. When entire diagram A.3 has
been worked vertically, continue as follows:

Work as back piece until piece measures 57-5961-63-64-66 cm - finish after a row from right
side in size S-L-XXL and finish after a row from
wrong side in size M-XL-XXXL. Then work
shoulder as follows:

SIZE S-L-XXL:

Work A.4a, A.4b 4-4-5-5-6-6 times in total in
width and A.4c. Repeat A.4 vertically. When
piece measures 25-25-10-25-10-10 cm, finish
after 1st row in A.4, decrease 1 repetition, i.e.
work as follows:

The middle 3-3-3 repetitions of A.1b are no
longer worked = neck. Work next row (= from
wrong side) as follows:

Work A.3c, A.3b 4-4-5-5-6-6 times in total in
width and A.3a. When entire diagram A.3 has
been worked vertically, continue as follows:

Work A.1c, A.1b 2-3-4 times in total in
width, finish with A.2a = towards neck. (Read
PATTERN above.)
Work until 2-2-0 rows of A.2a remain vertically,
fasten off.

Work A.4c, A.4b 3-3-4-4-5-5 times in total in
width and A.4a. Repeat A.4 vertically. Now the
decrease in size S-M-XL is done, and continue
as follows until finished measurements - see
ALL SIZES below.

Work the other shoulder, i.e. work next row (=
from wrong side) as follows:

SIZE L-XXL-XXXL:

Skip the middle 3-3-3 repetitions of A.1b and
work A.2b = towards the neck, A.1b 2-3-4 times
in total in width, finish with A.1a.

When piece measures 25-25-25 cm, finish after
1st row in A.4, decrease 1 repetition - i.e. work
as follows:

Work A.3c, A.3b 4-5-5 times in total in width
and A.3a. When entire diagram A.3 has been
worked vertically, continue as follows:
Work A.4c, A.4b 3-4-4 times in total in width
and A.4a. Repeat A.4 vertically until finished
measurements.

ALL SIZES:
When piece measures approx. 44-43-42-4038-36 cm (shorter measurements in the larger
sizes because of wider shoulders), fasten off.
Work another sleeve the same way.

ASSEMBLY:
Place back piece and front piece wrong side
against wrong side. Work the shoulder together
through both layers as follows:
Work 1 double crochet, * 3 chain stitches, 1
double crochet around next chain space *,
repeat from *-* along the entire shoulder, finish
with 1 double crochet. Fasten off.
Work the other shoulder together the same
way.
Work together in the side through both layers
from marker for armhole down to marker for
vent as follows:
Work 1 double crochet, * 3 chain stitches, 1
double crochet around next row *, repeat from
*-* from armhole to vent, finish with 1 double
crochet. Fasten off.
Work the other side the same way. Sew in the
sleeves, sew underarm seam edge to edge.

NECK EDGE:
Begin on shoulder and work first round as
follows:
Work 1 double crochet, * 3 chain stitches, 1
double crochet around next row/chain space
*, repeat from *-* along the entire neck, finish
with 3 chain stitches and 1 slip stitch in first
double crochet.
Work slip stitches until middle of first chain
space, 3 chain stitches, * 1 double crochet
around next chain space, 2 chain stitches *,
repeat from *-* the entire round, finish with
1 slip stitch in first chain stitch at beginning of
round. Fasten off.

Work until 2-2-0 rows of A.2b remain vertically,
fasten off.
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DIAGRAMS:

v = slip stitch

= half treble crochet
around chain space

= chain stitch

= treble crochet in stitch

= half treble crochet
in stitch

= double treble crochet
in stitch

= shows last row from
previous diagram. The row
has already been worked,
begin on next row!

f = begin here
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DIAGRAMS CONTINUED:
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